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Superfire T39 camping lamp
Looking for a lamp to take with you on a camping trip? The Superfire T39 camping lamp will be an excellent choice! The device offers 4
light modes, and its brightness level is 850 lm. Its working time reaches about 23 hours, and thanks to its lightweight and handy design
you will take it with you anywhere.
 
Carefully thought-out design
Lightweight and portable, the T39 light is the perfect travel companion. It is made of durable materials with high wear resistance. It is
also waterproof at IP45 level - it is not intimidated by raindrops. What's more, the practical handle makes it easy to carry, and also allows
you to hang it, for example, in a tent.
 
4 lighting modes
Adjust the lighting to your needs. There are up to 4 lighting modes at your disposal -  White Light, Warm Light, White Warm Light and
White Warm Flashing. Its brightness level reaches 850 lm.
 
A range of applications
The device will  meet the needs of various users. It  will  be perfect for camping or nights under a tent. You will  also use it  during night
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hikes or campfire with friends at the lake.
 
Manufacturer 
Superfire
Model 
T39
Power 
12 W
Brightness level 
850 lm
Lighting color 
5669 K
Operating time 
approximately 23 hours
Water resistance 
IP45
Dimensions 
186 x 86.3 x 94 mm
Material 
ABS + silica gel
Weight 
411.6 g
Light modes
White light, warm light, warm white light, warm white flashing light

Preço:

€ 16.00

Atividades e lazer, Flashlight, Camping lamp
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